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COVER: "Yellowcoke", the product of
Canada's uranium mining industry, is
a chemical concentrate, precipitated
as either ammonium or sodium diuran-
ate, which commonly contains between
80 and 85 per cent uranium oxide (Upg).
The dry uranium concentrate is packed
and shipped in drums weighing about
700 pounds to uranium refineries
either in Canada, United States or
Europe.

(photo courtesy of Denison Mines Limited)
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Miners at Eldorado Nuclear Limited's Fay mine, near Uranium City, Saskatchewan, wait ^ ^ H " f Z r i v
During 1972 Canada's three uranium producing operations employed an average of 2,064 salaried and hourly
paid workers, compared with a total of almost 12,000 in the industry in the peak year of 1959. ( pnoto
by George Hunter).



PREFACE

This bulletin reproduces a statement of Canadian uranium and production capa-
bility (as of December 31, 1972) which was prepared as Canada's submission to
the latest world assessment carried out by the joint working party on uranium
and thorium resources of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and De-
velopment's (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) and the Interaational Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). The bulletin also reviews the backgroand to Canadian
uranium resource estimates and discusses the international rasource definitions
as they are ut-ed in the preparation of these estimates.

This latest NEA/IAEA study, completed in early 1973, is the fifth
of the now well known series on world uranium resources to be published by
the OECD, The Canadian submission was prepared jointly by the Mineral Develop-
ment Sector (formerly the Mineral Resources Branch) and the Geological Survey
of Canada. Canada has been represented on the NEA/IAEA working party on uran-
ium resources since its inception in 1964, initially by officers of Eldcrado
Nuclear Limited but in recent years by officers of the Mineral Development
Sector.

It is pertinent to note that the studies of Canada's uranium resource
potential referred to in this bulletin are those that were carried out ty the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources in connection with "An Energy Policy
for Canada - Phc.se I", released by the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources
on June 28, 1973.
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Canadian Uranium Resource ar.d Production Capability

R.M. Williams and H.W. Little

Abstract: Reasonably assured resources of uranium in Canada were estimated !
at 241,000 short tons of uranium oxide (l^Og) exploitable at prices up to $10
per pound U3O0 (.reserves) as of December 31, 1972. In addition, 158,000
short tons u^Og were estimated in the same category of reliability, but
exploitable at prices between $10 and $15 per pound tL0s. Although the
majority of these resources occurs in quartz-pebble conglomerate deposits in
the Elliot Lake - Agnew Lake area of Ontario, a substantial portion occurs in
pitchblende-bearing veins and related deposits, primarily in northern Sas-
katchewan. As of the same date, estimated additional resources of uranium
in Canada were estimated at 247,000 and 284,000 short tons u^Og in the two
price categories, respectively, also largely in uraniferous quartz-pebble,
conglomerates in Ontario.

During 1972 the three operating Canadian uranium mills produced
5,200 short tons U-jOg, equivalent to about 85 per cent of theii total installed
capacity. Developments were under way, however, which will boost Canada's
installed production capacity to about 8,500 short tons U3O,. per year by 1975,
largely due to the addition of a fourth producer. Although there are no
firm plans beyond this, the industry could expand its productive capacity,
within a few years, to an estimated 14,000 tons 11303 per year, based on pre-
sently known reserves, markets permitting. Expansion jeyond this level will
depend largely on the discovery of additional deposits,the geological poten- f

tial for which is believed to be excellent. (OA*^'U ,'j __̂ j

Resume: Les ressources raisonnablement assure'es en uranium au Canada au
31 decembre 1972, et a. des cout d'exploitation ne depassant pas $10 par livre

ont ete evaluees a 241,000 tonnes court.es d'oxyde d'uranium. De plus,g
on a evalue a 158,000 tonnes courtes d'U.Og les ressources de la meme cate-
gorie mais dont les couts d1exploitation se situent entre $10 et $15 par
livre d'U_0_. Bien qu'on trouve la plus grande partie de ces ressources
dans les gisement conglomeratiques de cailloux de quartz de la region d'Elliot
Lake - Agnew Lake en Ontario, on en trouve des quantites substantielles dans
les filons de pechblende et autres gisements apparentes, surtout dans le uord
de la Saskatchewan. A la meme date, les ressonraes supvlementaircs estimees
en uranium au Canada se chiffraient entre 247,000 et 284,000 tonnes courtes
d'l^Og respectivement dans les deux categories de cout, et ces ressources se
rencontrent aussi surtout dans les conglomerrts uraniferes de cailloux de
quartz en Ontario •.

Pendant l'annee 1972, les usines canadiennes d'uranium en exploit-
ation ont produit 5,200 tonnes courtes d'UoOg, soit environ 85 pour cent de
leur capacite installee. Toutefois, on effectue actuellement des ameliorations
qui porteront la capacite canadienne de production installee a environ 8,500
tonnes courtes d'U^Og en 1975, augmentation en grande partie redevable a
l'addition d'un quatrieme producteur. Bien qu'il n'y ait pas actuellement
de projet precis au-dela de cefte date, 1'industrie, en quelques annees, pour-
rait etendre sa capacite de production jusqu'a une quantite estimee a environ
14,000 tonnes d'lLOg par annee, si on se base sur les reserves connues, a con-
dition que le marche le permettre. L'expansion au dela de ce niveau dependra
surtout de la decouverte de nouveaux gisements, le potentiel geoiogique en
uranium eLant considere conane excellent.

R.M. Williams is a member of the Minerals and Metals Division, Mineral Develop-
ment Sector. Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa. H.W. Little
is a member of the Regional and Economic Geology Division, Geological Survey
of Canada, Ottawa.



INTRODUCTION

In reviewing the status of Canada's uranium resources, reference is made co
the 1970 ENEA*/IAEA Report entitled Uranium Resources, Production arid Demand
and the study initiated in mid-1969 by Canada's Department of Energy, Mines
and Resources to re-evaluate Canada's uranium resources. This study ha^ con-
tinued and, while efforts have been directed primarily toward a refinement
of geological criteria for assessing areas with favourable uranium potential,
both new and revised data have been obtained trom selected companies where
appropriate. The results of this continuing study are summarised for the pur-
pose of this report.

Basically, the following procedure was used in developing the re-
source figures presented below. The Department first solicited the assistance
of all present and prospective uranium producers in Canada. Individual com-
panies submitted data, divided into given classifications of reliability and
within given price ranges, based on their total costs and their acceptable
margins of profit. Thest data were then assessed in the light of previous
reserve and production figures and recent additions to geological knowledge
of the respective areas. Finally, aggregated national totals were developed
within the framework of the current NEA/IAEA definitions, as revised in the
1970 ENEA/IAEA Report.

For the latter purpose, the keasonably Assured Resources category
was equated to the summation of measured and indicated reserves, as defined
by the United States Bureau of Mines. Inferred reserves were included in the
Estimated Additional Resources category together with estimates for resources
surmised to occur in unexplored extensions of known deposits, or in undis-
covered deposits in known uranium districts.

It should be appreciated that inherent in the aggregation procedure
there is an element of judgement involved, together with a degree of reliance
on the data submitted by the. companies. The latter is particularly true with
respect to the classification of resources by price. In the aggregate how-
ever, it is believed that the totals produced illustrate with reasonable ac-
curacy the known resources available in Canada. Indeed, the total produced in
the category of reasonably assured resources, exploitable at up to $10 per
pound U^Og, is judged to be within 10 per cent.

REASONABLY ASSURED RESOURCES**

Reasonably assured resources of uranium exploitable at up to $10 per pound
U30g are estimated at 185,000 tonnes of uranium (241,000), a net increase
(after production) over the figures published in 1970. In arriving at these
tonnages, allowance has been made both for the amount of ore that can be re-
covered by mining, particularly in the case of the Elliot Lake area where re-
covery is about 80 per cent of ore in place, and for extraction in ore treat-
ment, which averages about 95 per cent of mill feed. The increase over the
1970 reserve figures is primarily a reflection of results of exploration pro-
grammes begun in the late 1960s.

* NEA, the Nuclear Energy Agency of 0ECD, replaced. EWEA (European k"1'! fiar En-
ergy Agency) as the Agency's official name following the admission of Japan
as a full member in April 1972.
**A11 resources are expressed in metric tons of uranium (tonnes U), and for
convenience are also given in short tons U-.O3 (l short ton U-̂ 08 = 0.7693 tonnes
U). The latter value is given in brackets in italic print, eg., 1,000 tonnes
U (1,300).



URANIUM DEPOSITS IN CANADA AMD THEIR ENVIRONMENTS
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Denison Mines Limited's production shaft is located on the shore of Quirke Lake near Elliot Lake, Ontario.
Broken ore travels by conveyorway to the crushing and grinding plant (left centre) and subsequently to the
6,000 ton per day acid-leach mill located over the brow of the hill (centre background).
(photo by George Hunter)



About 80 per cent of these resources are contained in quartz-pebble
conglomerates in the Elliot Lake and Agnew Lake areas of Ontario. They occur
at or near the base of the Huronian succession, and occupy local basins that
are unconformably overlain by younger Huronian strata. The average grade of
the resources in this category is about 0.09 per cent uranium (about 2 Ib.
UgOg/shopt ton). Most of Canada's remaining reasonably assured resources in
the $10 category are in pitchblende-bearing veins or related deposits which
occur primarily in Saskatchewan and Newfoundland (Labrador). All of these
deposits are tertnnically controlled and are adjacent to major faults or
fault zones that in the Canadian Shield usually trend north-easterly; some
lie at the intersection of faults. Most are of relatively simple mineralogy
and grades are generally in the range of 0.17 to 0.34 per cent uranium (4 to
8 Vo VJ)rJshort ton). Reasonably assured resources occurring in pegmatites
within the $10 price category are relatively small and limited at present to
the Bancroft area of Ontario. These are unzoned red pegmatites with average
grades between 0.09 and 0.17 per cent uranium (2 and 4 Ib UgOg/shovt ton).

Reasonably assured resources of uranium exploitable at between $10
and $15/lb U30g are estimated at 122,000 tonnes of uranium {158,000), an in-
crease of some 20 per cent above previously published figures. Almost 90 per
cent of these resources occur as conglomeratic deposits in the Elliot Lake
and Agnew Lake areas, where extensive lower grade horizons have been inter-
sected during exploratory drilling directed toward higher grade ores. Be-
cause of the tabular nature of these bodies, it is possible to calculate with
reasonable accuracy their extent, thickness and grade, which generally ranges
from 0.05 to 0.07 per cent uranium (1.2 to 1.6 Ib V^Og/short ton). A portion
of the resources assigned to this category is uranium that can be recovered
from Elliot Lake pillars using present bacterial leaching technology.

The remaining reasonably assured resources in the $10 to $15 cate-
gory are about equally distributed between vein and pegmatitic deposits; the
former occur in Saskatchewan, Labrador and British Columbia, whereas the peg-
matites occur in the Bancroft area. Data on such resources are relatively
limited since producers and prospective producers alike have been concentrating
their efforts on further developing reserves in the lower price category and
often have not formally assessed their lower grade (higher priced) resources.

ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Estimated additional resources of uranium exploitable at up to $10 per pound
U^Og are estimated at 190,000 tonnes of uranium (247,000), an increase over
the figures published in 1970. Almost one-third of this total is attributable
to inferred reserves, while the remainder comprises resources that are sur-
mised to occur in unexplored extensions of known deposits, or in undiscovered
deposits in metallogenic provinces in which uranium ot ore grade is known to
occur (i.e. known uranium districts). While there has been some reassessment
of potential in all known districts, the increase is due largely to develop-
ments over the past three years in northern Saskatchewan and the consequent
improvement in uranium potential for this prrvince.

Estimated additional resources of uranium exploitable at between
$10 and $15 per pound U^Og are estimated at 219,COO tonnes of uranium
(284,000), also an increase over previously published figures. Because ex-
ploration efforts have primarily been directed toward lower priced resources,
only some 10 per cent of this total is attributable to inferred reserves.
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Rubber-tire mounted LHD equipment LH used to load broken ore into 20-ton diesel trucks at Denison Mines
Limited's underground operation, Elliot Lake, Ontario; mining is by room-and-piliar method and hi.ehlv
mechanized using such equipment in combination with a system of convtyorways,
(photo courtesy Denison Mines Limited).



The increase over previously published figures is primarily a result of an
extension of geological knowledge in all 'known uranium districts'.

About 65 per cent of the estimated additional resources in both
price categories occurs as uraniferous quartz-pebble conglomerates in tiiL
Elliot Lake-Agnew Lake areas of Ontario. Most of the remainder, again in
both price categories, occurs as pitchblende-bearing vein or related deposits
in Saskatchewan, Labrador, British Columbia and the Northwest Territories.
Tn the context of 'known uranium districts', pegmatites account fcr only a
small portion of estimated additional resources and consequently ars limited
to the Bancroft area of Ontario.

OTHER POTENTIAL RESOURCES

There are numerous regions of Canada that are geologically favourable Tor
uranium, in many of which uranium has been detected but not yet discovered
in sufficient quantity and grade to constitute ore, and thus cannot be in-
cluded, by N'EA/IAEA definition, in a statement of estimated additional re-
sources. From a geological viewpoint, however, it is expedient to discuss
the uranium potential of all favourable areas tnc-etier, keeping in mind that
only the potential resources in 'known uranium districts' are incladed in trie
'estimated additional resources' described above.

The most immediate and recognizable uranium potential in Canada is
associated with the uraniferous quart-pebble conglomerates of the Early Pro-
terozoic Huronian succession in the Elliot Lake and Agnew Lake areas of
Ontario. Because of their stratiform nature such deposits offer a most
reliable and accurate estimate of potential. Much exploration money has been
expended in this region, as well as in parts of Quebec and the Northwest
Territories where radioactive quartz-pebble conglomerates of equivalent age
are known to exist. However, no deposits of economic significance hsve yet
been reported in these latter areas.

Uranium deposits of the vein and replacement type offer, next to
quartz-pebble conglomerate deposits, the greatest potential at the present
time. The most favourable areas, in the light of present knowledge, are the
Port Radium-Marian River, Baker Lake-Amer Lake, and Great Slave Lake-Nonacho
Lake areas in the Northwest Territories, the Uranium City area, the Car.well
Dome and the Wollaston Lake Belt in northern Saskatchewan, and the Makkovik-
Seal Lake area in Labrador. Vein and replacement deposits also occur in British
Columbia, and the geological environment of certain parts of the Cordillera
is favourable for the occurrence of larger deposits than have yet been
discovered.

tfo roll or peneconcordant uranium deposits in sandstones have yet
b^en identified in Canada, perhaps because there has been comparatively little
exploration for them. However, several areas in Canada are geologically
favourable and, of these, the Carboniferous basin of the Maritime Provinces
has the greatest potential because some uranium occurrences are known and
many anomalies in the uranium content of stream sediments have been found
there. Somewhat similar conditions exist in Cretaceous and Tertiary contin-
ental sediments of the Ccrdilleran foreland, and in Tertiary basins within the
Cordillera where, in two places, interesting values have been found in con-
glomerate channels.

Lignitic uranium deposits are known and have been explored in the
early Tertiary beds of the Cypress Hills, southern Saskatchewan, but initial
exploration was not sufficiently encouraging and drilling was abandoned in
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Broken ore is transported from Rio Algom Mines Limited's New Quirke mine (foreground) by a semi-automatic
electric railroad just over a mile to the 4,500 ton per day acid-leach Quirke mill (background). Also
located at the mill site is the shaft of the old Quirke mine now closed, and the company's extensive
research and development laboratories.
(photo courtesy of Rio Algom Mines Limited).



1969. Ura^iferous lignites have never been an important source of uranium
and, with the growinp emphasis on preservation of the environment, even if
they were of ore grade, their exploitation would likely be limited.

Significant production has been obtained, prior to J964, from peg-
mstitic uranium dtposits in the Bancroft area of Ontario. Since 1968, addit-
ional reserves and potential resources have been identified in the area but
these are not profitable at current prices. Although there has been much
exploration activity on pegmatitic deposits elsewhere in th,2 Crenville Pro-
vince of Ontario and Quebec, and in eastern Ontario, northern Saskatchewan
dud adjacent parts of Alberta, Manitoba and the Northwest Territories, no
deposits have been reported of size and grade to be currently economic. The
importance of pegmatites as resources like^ lies in the $10 to $15 price
category.

Although there is some possibility in Canada that uranium n.ay be
obtained as a by-product of niobium production or from phosphate rock treated
in the fertilizer industry, these sources have not yet been considered in the
evaluation of Canada's uranium resources, since such production is not likely
in the near future.

PRODUCTION

Canadian uranium production in 1972 totalled 4,003 tonnes of uranium (5,204)
of which some 3,768 tonnes (A,898) were shipped; over 85 per cent of this
total came from Denison Mines Limited and Rio Algom Mines Limited which pro-
duce from quartz-pebble conglomerates in the Elliot Lake area of Ontario.
The remainder came from Eldorado Nuclear Limited, a Crown-owned company,
which produces from pitchblende-vein deposits in the Uranium City area of
northern Saskatchewan. All are underground operations; total capacity of the
three milling plants presently in operation is estimated at about A,600 tonnes
of uranium per year (6,000).

Since late 1966, Canadian producers have negotiated contracts
totalling over 56,000 tonnes of uranium (.72,000) for deliveries into the
early 1980s. Of the 56,000 tonnes (73,000) total, some 7,300 tonnes of uranium
(9,500) had been delivered to the end of 1972. Early in 1972, Canadian de-
liveries to Britain under the old "master" contract (1962 UKAEA option) were
completed.

The Federal Government's five-year uranium stockpiling programme
came to an end on 30th June, 19 70. This was the second such programme de-
signed to assist the Industry after the collapse of markets in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. The first was a one-year programme in 1963-6A. Under these
two programmes the Federal Government accumulated some 7,400 tonnes of uranium
(9,600) at a total cost of some $101 million. Subsequently, in view of the
continuing poor short-term market situation, the government indicated its
willingness to consider further assistance to the industry, as a means of
indirectly supporting established uranium communities. In late 1970, it was
announced that Denison and the Federal Government had entered into a joint-
venture stockpiling agreement whereby Denison would deliver up to 2,488 tonnes
of uranium (3,234) into a joint-stockpilfe brar the period 1971 to 1974. The
latter material, together with some of the Government's general stockpile
(noted above), has now been committed to a group of Spanish utilities under
a sale announced in early 1972.

As noted above,. Canada's uranium industry is not currently operating
at its full in-service capacity. Moreover, the industry has a capability to



The treatment of uranium ore for the recovery of uranium consists primarily ->f a series of chemical
processes. At Elliot Lake, Ontario, following size reduction, the ore is leached with a weak solution
of sulphuric acid at high temperature, and the uranium, then in solution, is pjrified and concentrated
by a resin ion-exchange system, prior to precipitation as a chemical concentrate (see cover). Shown here
are six of a total of twenty-one ion-exchange columns in the purification circuit of Rio Algom Mines
Limited's Qulrke mill. All but two of the 19 uranium ore treatment plants in operation in Canada in the
peak year of 1959 used this combination of acid-leaching and ion-exchange.
(photo courtesy of Rio Algom Mines Limited).



increase its capacity significantly beyond this level based on presei tly known
reserves. All three producers have made plans to expand and/or reactivate
their existing facilities as markets require. In this respect, in late 1972,
Denison announced plans for a mill expansion to be completed by 1975. In ad-
dition, certain past producers still have a capability and may reactivate
their facilities subsequent to obtaining suitable base-load contracts.

As a result of a renewed exploration effort in Canada, which began
in 1966, two nev; prospective producing operations have been developed. First,
in the Wollaston Lake area of northern Saskatchewan, Gulf Minerals Canada
Limited is preparing its Rabbit Lake uranium project for production at the
rate of 1,730 tonnes uranium (2,250) per year beginning in 1975, based on a
contract with German interests. The deposit, which is a pitchblende replace-
ment deposit, will be mined by open-pit methods; the project wil] cost an
estimated 550 million. Second, in the Agnew Lake area, about 40 miles east
of Elliot Lake, Ontario, a new operation has been developed by Agnew Lake
Mines Limited. Although the project had reached an advanced stage of under-
ground development, the company has been unsuccessful in negotiating a sales
contract. Consequently, construction of the planned $15 to $20 million, 2,700-
tonnes-a-day (3,000) mill has not yet begun, and development operations were
suspended in early 1971; some $15.4 million had been spent on the project to
the end of 1971.

To summarise these various capabilities, it is expected that Canada's
uranium production capacity will increase, following the completion of the
Gulf project and the Denison mill expansion, to about 6,500 tonnes of uranium
(8,500) per year by 1975. Although there are no firm plans beyond this, the
industry could expand its productive capacity, based on presently known re-
serves to about 10,800 tonnes of uranium (14,000) a year. This expansion would
necessitate additional sales and would take up to five years to complete.

Expansion beyond a level of about 10,800 tonnes of uranium (14,000)
a year will depend largely on the development of additional reserves. Although
there are a number promising uranium exploration programmes underway in
Canada, activity in general has declined to a very low level since 1969. While
the decline is largely attributable to the poor short-term market outlook,
an additional contributing element appeals to be related to the unknown factors
which might attend Federal Government legislation, yet to be enacted, limiting
the degree of non-Canadian ownership in the Canadian uranium industry. Hope-
fully a resurgence in Canadian uranium exploration will occur as the market
outlook improves and the ownership legislation is promulgated.

As noted above, the potential for additional uranium discoveries
in Canada is considered excellent and, given adequate economic incentive and
sufficient lead-time, reserves will undoubtedly be developed upon which new
productive capacity can be based. In the latter regard, the recent develop-
ment of Gulf Minerals' Rabbit Lake deposit is an excellent illustration of
both the lead-time and the effort required to bring a new operation to pro-
duction. Discovered in late 1968, as a result of an exploration programme
begun two to three years earlier, the deposit will not reach production until
1975, the seventh year after discovery; cost of the development, exclusive
of most of the initial exploratory effort, will be an estimated $28,900 per
annual tonne of uranium ($22^200 per annual short ton U^Og).* Indeed, should
the deposit have been an underground rather than an open-pit proposition, both
the lead-time and the cost would likely have been greater.

* Historically, capital costs in Canada's uranium industry (to 1959) averaged
between $3^,800 and $36,800 per annual tonne uranium {$26,800 a>id c28,300 per
annual short ton U^Og), exclusive of tcrvmsites and municipal services; all but
one of 23 mines were underground mines.
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Eldorado Nuclear Limited's Beaverlodge complex, near Uranium City, Saskatchewan, consists of the 1,800 ton
per day basic-leach mill and the Fay mine in the foreground, the interconnected Verna mine (presently closed)
in the centre background, and the Hab mine located about seven miles northeast (left background). Behind
the Fay shaft on the h i l l is the Dorrclo.ie plant where mill tailings are deslimed for use as backfill in
Eldorado's cut-and-fill system of mining,
(photo by George Hunter).



TABLE ONE

Uranium Reserves* and Resources in Canada
(as o f December 3 1 , 1972)

Price
($/lb

up

10

Category
U 0 )
i o

to 10

to 15

Reasonably Assured
Resources

10 tonnes
uranium

185

122

10 s'.iort
Tons U 0g

241

158

Estimated Additional
Resources

10 tonnes
uranium

190

219

10 short
Tons U 0g

247

284

Reserves are Reasonably Assured Resources exploitable at up to $10 per

d U °pound UO
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Air transportation is an important aspect of mining in Canada's north country. Eldorado Nuclear Limited
maintains its own airline, operating out of Edmonton, Alberta, to provide transportation for personnel and
supplies Co its operations near Uranium City, Saskatchewan. Uranium concentrates are back-hauled ii, the
company's regularly scheduled DC-4 flights.
(photo by George Hunter).



TABLE TWO

Uranium H i l l i n g Plants ir. Canada

Company Location Nominal
Capacity

Tonnes
/day

Short
Tons
/day

A) Active

Denison Mines Limited
Eldorado Nuclear Limited
Rio Algom Mines Limited
- Quirke Mill

E) Inactive

Can-Fed Resources
Limited

Preston Mines Limited
Rio Algom Mines Limited
- Nordic Mill
- Panel Mill
Stanrock Uranium Mines
Liinitedd )

C) Under construction

Gulf Minerals Canada
Limited

Elliot Lake, Ont. 5,400 6,000°
Eldorado, Sask. 1,600 1,800

Elliot Lake, Ont. 4,100 4,500

Bancroft, Ont
Elliot Lake,

Elliot Lake,
Elliot Lake,

Ont.

Ont.
Ont.

1,400
2,700

3,400
2,700

1,500
3,000

3,700
3,000

El l io t Lake, Ont. 2,700 3,000

Rabbit Lake, Sask. 1,800 2.000

c)

a)

b)

Present leaching capacity limited to about U,000 tonnes (U,UOO short tons)
per day. Mill expansion to 6,U00 tonnes (7,100 short tons) per day
scheduled for 1975-

Capacities listed refer to capacities at time of closure; other past pro-
ducing mills have been dismantled.

Partly dismantled; recovery of uranium from mine water only, Iy6k to 3 970.

Amalgamated with Denison Mines Limited effective February 12, 1973.
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Gulf Minerals Canada Limited's $50 million Rabbit Lake, Saskatchevjan
operation is located just west of Wollaston Lake, visible on the horizon.
The 2,000 ton per day acid-leach mill is scheduled for start-up in early
1975. To the rear of the plant can be seen the housing facilities buil t to
accommodate the 200 workers who will commute to the job weekly by airbus
from points further south,
(photo courtesy of Gulf Minerals Canada Limited).
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BACKGROUND TO CANADIAN URANIUM RESOURCE ESTIMATES

The first assessment of Canadian uranium reserves was made in 1958 by J.W.
Griffith et al of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), for publication on
the occasion of the Second United Nations International Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (Geneva II). The estimates were given by
geological type and in terms of tons of measured (proven), indicated (prob-
able), and inferred (possible) ore, with average grades1. These estimates
were also described by Lang et al in the well-known GSC volume on Canadian
uranium deposits2, and modified to account for production between 1957 and
1960 (Page 32, Ref. 2). In 1964, for the Third United Nations Conference on
the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (Geneva III), Griffith et al revised their
study, classifying the resources further as to exploitability at various price
levels3.

In 1964 the European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA), of which Canada
was an Associate Member, set up the working party on uranium and thorium re-
sources for the purpose of preparing an assessment of the world's uranium
and thorium resources. The report, the first of a now familiar series, was
published in August 1965; the Canadian delegates to the Working Party adapted
the Griffith et al report to Geneva III for the puspose of the Canadian sub-
mission to the ENEA4.

Coverage of these world studies was subsequently widened under the
joint auspices of the ENEA and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
and the enlarged working party produced a revision of its first report in
December 1967. On this occasion Canada's uranium resource estimates were
modified downward to account for production in the intervening period"1.

In 1968 the ENEA/IAEA working party extended its consideration of
the world uranium supply situation to include an assessment of production
capability and uranium demand, and a separate report on these subjects was
published in January 1969^.

Due to a 10-year hiatus in Canadian uranium exploratory effort in
Canada, few new data were available upon which to base a complete reassessment
of Canadian uranium resources until about 1969. At that time the Mineral
Resources Branch (now the Mineral Development Sector) and the Geological Survey
of Canada set up a program to examine new uranium resource data as it became
available and to maintain an on-going assessment of Canadian uranium reserves
and resources. Due to the co-operative assistance of producers and prospective
producers in particular, the program met with early success and a preliminary
revision of Canada's uranium resource position was published in September 1970
as part of an ENEA/IAEA report (the fourth in the series) combining the sub-
jects of uranium resources, production and demand7.

The uranium resource program gained impetus in connection with the
various mineral and energy policy studies that have been underway in the
Department over the past two years8. Of particular importance to the uranium-
program were efforts directed primarily toward refinement of geological cri-
teria for assessing areas with favourable uranium potential. The results of
this continuing study were summarized in the foregoing statement for the pur-
pose of Canada's submission to the latest NEA/IAEA world assessment completed
in early 19739. In addition, certain aspects of Canada's uranium potential,
beyond the scope of the NEA/IAEA report, were rp.cently reviewed by Little10

on the occasion of the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (CIM) in April 1973. Finally, the problem of expressing estimates
of mineral potential in general, again beyond the scope of the NEA/IAEA report,
has recently been discussed by Zwartendyk1]'12 .
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DEFINITIONS AND USAGE

International Definitions

The following two definitions were developed in 1964 by the ENEA working party
on uranium and thorium resources, they are further subdivided, as t.-> availa-
bility, within twc price ranges, namely, up to $10 per pound U3O8 and between
$10 and $15 per pound U-0fi. The definitions were revised in 1970 to restrict
estimates to kno-Jy. ursin'.ur. districts only.

Reasonable Assured Resources refers to uranium which occurs in known ore de-
posits of such grade, quantity and configuration that it can, within the given
price range, be profitably recovered with currently proven mining and pro-
cessing technology. Estimates of tonnage and grade are based on specific
sample data and measurements of the deposits and on knowledge of ore-body ha-
bit. Reasonably Assured Resources in the price category below $10 per pound
are equivalent to Reserves in the mining sense.

Estimated Additional Resources refers to uranium surmised to occur in unex-
plored extensions of known deposits or in undiscovered deposits in known
ux-anium districts, and which is expected to be discoverable and economically
exploitable in the given price range. The tonnage and grade of Estimated
Additional Resources are based primarily on knowledge of the characteristics
of deposits within the same districts.

Departmental Classification of Ore Reserves

The following definitions were adopted in June 1954 by the then Department
of Mines and Technical Surveys. They are essentially modifications of def-
initions adopted in May 1943 by the United States Bureau of Mines and the
United States Geological Survey. In September 1969, the Association of
i?rofessional Engineers of Ontario recommended the adoption of a similar set
of definitions.

Cre is a mineral substance that can be mined at present at profit to the
operator or to the benefit of the nation.

Measured (Proven) Ore: — Ore for which tonnage is computed from dimensions
revealed in outcrops, trenches, workings, or drill holes, and for which grade
is computed from adequate sampling. The sites for inspection, sampling and
measurement, are so closely spaced, on the basis of defined geologic character
that the size, shape, and mineral content are well established.

Indicated (Probable) Ore: — Ore for which tonnage and grade are computed
partly from specific measurement, samples, or production data, and partly
from projection for a reasonable distance on geologic evidence. The openings
or exposures available for inspection, measurement, and sampling, are too
widely or inappropriately spaced to outline the ore completely or to establish
its grade throughout.

Inferred (Possible) Ore: -- Ore for which quantitative estimates are based
largely on broader knowledge of the geologic character of the deposit and
for which there are few, if any, samples or measurements. Estimates are
based on assumed continuity or repetition for which there is geologic evidence;
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this evidence may include comparison with deposits of similar types. Bodies
that are completely concealed but for which there is some geologic evidence
may be included.

Potential Ore: — This category provides for the evaluation, as a resource,
of mineral deposits the mining of which depends on improved prices, improve-
ments in methods of mining or treatment, transportation facilities, etc. This
material may be classified in the same way that ore is classified, or it can
be treated much more generally.

Comments on Definitions

The relationship between the internationally accepted NEA/IAEA definitions
and those adopted by the Department is illustrated in Table One. Generally
speaking, all countries represented on the NEA/IAEA working party on uranium
resources equate reascKoll^ aas^ed resources to the summation of measured
plus indicated reserves. Further, ecti^iaTea zddi zipr.al i-<:scurccs is generally
equated to the summation of inferred reserves plus an estimate of x ' i ^ o s ' ^
prcj>:oi'tteaieu resources surmised to occur in the same districts. The term
:.: ZcXt: a^ zr<~ in the Departmental classifications is satisfied by the uje of
the price categories.

In practice, <no<J>~ uraniun distviets, as treated by the Department,
refer to districts in which uranium is (or has been) known to occur in suffi-
cient tonnage that it could be (or has been) produced profitably within the
specified price range. In essence, this includes all past, present and pros-
pective producing uranium districts and reasonable extensions thereof, based
on solid geological evidence. Known districts do not include virgin areas
or areas where only occurrences are known, however favourable the geology
might be.

The uranium resource estimate most commonly quoted both nationally
and internationally is Reasonably Assured Resources available at up tu 510
per pound U30Q- The NEA/IAEA Working Party on uranium resources has equated
this category to the term F.eserves in the mining sense. In this regard, it
is not generally acceptable to aggregate reasr.nai'l~j assured resources with
estinat-id -idditin>ial res:nrces because of the quite different degree of re-
liability of the estimates. Indeed, in its 1969 guidelines the Association
for Professional Engineers of Ontario stated that "the summation of the tons
and grades of the first two classes (measured and indicated) may be acceptable
if it is stated that they arc; combined, but the inclusion of 'possible' or
1inferred1 ore in ore reserves is not acceptable."

TABLE ONE
Relation of Uranium Resource Definitions

HEA/IAEA Canada

Reasonably
Assured

Estimated Additional
(kno\*n districts

only)

Measured '
Indicated
Inferred _j

Geologically
Prognosticated
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MINERAL DEVELOPMENT SECTOR
URANIUM PUBLICATIONS

Mineral Report 12
The Uranium Industry - Its History, Technology, and Prospects, by J . W .
Griffith, 1967. 335 pp.
$10 Cat. No. M38-5/12

Mineral Report 21
Canadian Minerals Yearbook, 1971 (see chapter, Uranium & Thorium)
$7.50 Cat. No. M38-5/21

Preprint (individual chapter, Canadian Minerals Yearbook, 1972)
Uranium and Thorium, 1972, by R.M. Williams
$0.25 (See Note)

Mineral Information Bulletin MR34
Survey of the Uranium Industry in Canada (1958), by .T.W. Griffith.
1959. 94 pp.
Out of Print Cat. No. M38-2/34

Mineral Information Bulletin MR44
Survey of the Uranium Industry in Canada, 1959, by J.W. Griffith.
1960, 46 pp.
Out of Print. Cat. No. M38-2/44

Mineral Information Bulletin MR77
Canadian Resources of Uranium and Thorium, by J.W. Griffith and S.M.
Roscoe. 1964. 12pp.
Out of Print Cat. No. M38-2/77

Mineral Information Bulletin MR98
Canada's Future in Uranium Supply, by R.M. Williams, 1969, 65 pp.
$1.00 Cat. No. M38-2/98

Mineral Information Bulletin MR117
Uranium and Thorium in Canada; Resources, Productior^, and Potential by
R.M. Williams, H.W. Little, W.A. Gow and R.M. Berry. 1971. 28 pp.
$0.75 Cat. No. M38-2/117

Bulletin Mineral MR117F
L'Uranium et le thorium au Canada; ressouraes, production et potentiel3
par R.M. Williams, H.W. Little, W.A. Gow et R.M. Berry. 1972, 28 pp.
$0.75 Cat. No. M38-2/117F
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HOW TO ORDER PUBLICATIONS

Copies of Mineral Development Sector publications may be purchased from Infor-
mation Canada., Ottawa, K1A 0S9, quoting catalogue number. Remittance must
be made in advance; cheque or money order should be made payable to Receiver
General of Canada.

Note that Preprints of the Canadian Minerals Yearbook are available only from
Publication Distribution Office, Mineral Development Sector, Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, K1A 0E4.

An Energy Policy for Canada, 2 volumes, 639 pp., Cat. No. M27/373, price $10:
also from Information Canada.

A Summary of an Energy Policy for Canada, 28 pp., Cat. No. M27/473, Free: from
Distribution Office, Public Relations and Information Services, Dept. of
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, K1A 0E4.

Uranium-Resouraes3 Production and Demand, August 1973, 141 pp., OECD, Paris,
price US $5: may be obtained through Information Canada, OECD Sales Agents
in Canada, or directly from OECD, Publications Office, 2 rue Andre-pascal,
75 Paris 16e, France, quoting Cat. No. 66 73 03, available in English or
French.
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